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Price: /ZW$9850.96

No Customer Ratings Yet

 Description

Need to know the day's weather before you head out? Play your favorite songs while
cooking or turn on the bathroom light in the middle of the night before you reach
the bathroom. You can do all this simply through your voice.

 Specifications

Forget bluetooth speakers. This Amazon Echo dot does much much more. It turns any
home into a smart home perfect for the trendy and tech savvy folk. You want to hear
the latest news as you prepare you cup of coffee? Just ask Alexa. You want to
quickly find out how far the nearest movie theater is while you look for your 3D
glasses? Just ask Alexa. You need to turn off the lights but your hands are full?
Just ask Alexa to do it for you. (You'll need a smart bulb for this last trick
though) You can even listen to your favorite Spotify playlist from the Echo Dot all
through voice commands. It's convenience through technology. It's the Amazon Echo
Dot. 
Size 3.9” x 3.9” x 1.7” (99 mm x 99 mm x 43 mm)
Weight 10.6 oz. (300 grams) Actual size and

weight may vary by manufacturing process
Wi-Fi connectivity Dual-band Wi-Fi supports 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac

(2.4 and 5 GHz) networks. Does not support
connecting to ad-hoc (or peer-to-peer) Wi-
Fi networks.

Bluetooth connectivity Advanced Audio Distribution Profile (A2DP)
support for audio streaming from your
mobile device to Echo Dot or from Echo Dot
to your Bluetooth speaker. Audio/Video
Remote Control Profile (AVRCP) for voice
control of connected mobile devices. Hands-
free voice control is not supported for
Mac OS X devices. Bluetooth speakers
requiring PIN codes are not supported.

Audio Built-in speaker for voice feedback when
not connected to external speakers. 3.5 mm
stereo audio output for use with external
speakers (audio cable not included).

System Requirements Echo Dot comes ready to connect to your Wi-
Fi. The Alexa App is compatible with Fire
OS, Android, and iOS devices and also
accessible via your web browser. A list of
supported operating systems can be
found here. Certain skills and services
may require subscription or other fees.

Setup Technology Amazon Wi-Fi simple setup enables
customers to connect smart devices to
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201602060
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their Wi-Fi network in a few easy steps.
Wi-Fi simple setup is another way Alexa is
always getting smarter.

All prices in USD.
Cash on delivery payments only available to greater Harare deliveries only. 
Pickup available for outside Harare customers.
Delivery in Harare is within 12 hours. Rest of Zimbabwe, within 72 hours.
Please contact us for any additional information/clarification (WhatsApp
+263774685241).
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